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that his own education, which he calls liberal, has been
mainly training for his own particular calling. He has simply
got into the habit of regarding his own business as essentially
cultural and of overlooking the cultural possibilities of other
employments. At the bottom of these distinctions is un-
doubtedly the tradition which recognizes as employment only
those pursuits where one is responsible for his work to a
specific employer, rather than to the ultimate employer, the
community.
There are, however, obvious causes for the present conscious
emphasis upon vocational education — for the disposition
to make explicit and deliberate vocational implications
previously tacit, (i) In the first place, there is an increased
esteem, in democratic communities, of whatever has to do
with manual labor, commercial occupations, and the render-
ing of tangible services to society. In theory, men and women
are now expected to do something in return for their support—
intellectual and economic — by society. Labor is extolled;
service is a much-lauded moral ideal. While there is still
much admiration and envy of those who can pursue lives of
idle conspicuous display, better moral sentiment condemns such
lives. Social responsibility for the use of time and personal
capacity is more generally recognized than it used to be.
(w) In the second place, those vocations which are specifi-
cally industrial have gained tremendously in importance in
the last century and a half. Manufacturing and commerce
are no longer domestic and local, and consequently more or
less incidental, but are world-wide. They engage the best
energies of an increasingly large number of persons. The
manufacturer, banker, and captain of industry have practi-
cally displaced a hereditary landed gentry as the immediate
directors of social affairs. The problem of social readjust-
ment is openly industrial, having to do with the relations of
capital and labor. The great increase in the social importance
of conspicuous industrial processes has inevitably brought

